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GENDER PARITY PROGRESS
Due to our recent growth and success, we are now required to report our gender pay gap data as of 30
March 2020.
Mandatory or not, this is something we wanted to do as part of our commitment to inclusion. Like most
sectors, the legal profession has a gender pay gap and this year’s result provides a useful benchmark for
us to improve upon.
Our people are our most valuable asset and we have introduced a number of initiatives to increase wellbeing
and improve our diversity and inclusion throughout our organisation.
It is important to note that, due to our corporate model, and unlike many other UK legal services firms, our
results are inclusive of all partner and contractor data.
For the UK, the median gender pay gap is 46 per cent and the mean is 52 per cent. Whilst these results are
not where we want them to be, the gap exists mainly as a result of us having more men than women in
senior positions which typically pay higher salaries. Women in those positions are paid within the same
salary bands as their male colleagues, but as a percentage the group is smaller. We can also see that more
women work in administrative roles, such as secretarial and PA roles, which also widens our gender pay
gap.
Women can and do progress at Ince, however, and our 2021 partner promotions for example, saw an equal
split of gender. Our data also shows that a higher percentage of women than men in the business receive
a bonus.
To provide more options for increased involvement during the early stages of parenthood, in the last year
we have increased our paternity leave to four weeks and also increased our shared parental leave. We also
have a comprehensive set of family leave policies covering maternity, paternity, adoption, surrogacy, and
pregnancy loss.
Moreover, we have introduced a Gender neutral Staff Handbook and employment contracts, and have been
piloting diversity recruitment programs such as anonymised recruitment.
There is always more we can do, but now we know what the data shows us, and can proactively address
those gaps and create an even more inclusive organisation able to attract the best talent, regardless of
background, gender or ethnicity. This is our first report and we are committed to evolving and broadening
our reporting moving forward. The steps we are taking right now as an organisation will not only ensure we
have gender parity at a senior level, but a talent pipeline to narrow the gender pay gap in the longer term.
Celebrating diversity
The results in this report covers the UK only, but our Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) steering committee and
panels work on a global basis to ensure positive progress is achieved across the Group.
We believe diversity drives innovative thinking and makes us smarter and stronger as an organisation. By
bringing together a diverse pool of talent from across the world, we can harness fresh perspectives and
better serve our clients.
Our equality and diversity policy is committed to promoting equality of opportunity for all partners, staff and
job applicants. Our aim is to create a working environment in which all individuals are able to make the best
use of their skills free from discrimination or harassment, and in which all decisions are based on merit.
Equality of opportunity, and compliance with the law and with our professional code of conduct, are vital to
ensuring that everyone is treated with the personal respect and dignity we would wish others to treat us
with.
Our five for focus
Our D&I steering committee has focused efforts on five specific areas. The committee consists of senior
management as well as fee earners and support staff, and works in partnership with our focused employee
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led diversity and inclusion panels to support and review the impact of their work on the Group. Our five key
focus areas are: gender balance, LGBTQ+, mental health, racial equality and social mobility.
Our panels work alongside each other to ensure that inclusion is part of our day-to-day culture, and help to
set diversity priorities, influence policies, and drive initiatives. Initiatives include regular communications,
awareness campaigns, events, training, and an expanded staff benefits scheme.
In the past 12 months, in partnership with our Human Resources department, our D&I steering committee
and gender balance panel have introduced:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory Unconscious Bias Training (UK and Gibraltar)
Global Diversity and Inclusion monitoring
Increased paternity leave
Enhanced maternity pay provisions
Gender neutral Staff Handbook and employment contracts
Piloting diversity recruitment programs such as anonymised recruitment
New processes for supporting new parents at work

Global Diversity and Inclusion questionnaire
In the last year Ince completed its first global diversity and inclusion questionnaire and an in-depth analysis
of the data is being carried out; which will in turn enable us to set new goals/targets.
BBC 50/50 initiative
This year, we signed up as member of the BBC’s 50/50 initiative. As members, we are committed to
monitoring gender equality, and will be introducing a pilot scheme in the coming months.
Rewarding our returners
Returning to work as a new parent can be daunting. Following consultation with and feedback from existing
maternity returners, we have enhanced our maternity returner process, including introducing a more
comprehensive ‘re-induction’ into work.
We also conduct a voluntary maternity check-in and returners are sent a return to work induction pack ready
for their first day, including:
•
•
•
•

Confirmation or a reminder of any phased return to work / flexible working arrangements
Online tutorials, guides, and user groups (e.g. Parents Working From Home Teams Group)
Live event system re-training and re-introduction sessions with other departments, such as
Marketing and Risk and Ethics
Post return check-ins with regional HR representatives
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PAY QUARTILES

Figure 1: Percentage of men and women in each hourly pay quartile (including partners).

2. GENDER PAY GAP
This is the first year we are required to report our gender pay gap results, which will be a useful
benchmark for us as we continue on our growth journey in the coming years.
Gender pay gap data shows the distribution of men and women across different pay levels within an
organisation. The gender pay gap is the difference between the total male salaries in the business and the
total female salaries, inclusive of bonus pay. Gender Pay Gap legislation is not about equal pay for the same
role; this has already been a legal requirement since the Equal Pay Act 1970.
We are proud of our D&I initiatives and the progress we have made to date, but there is always more we
can do. Our people are at the heart of our business and integral to our success and we want every colleague
to feel valued. We are a merit-based business, and this is a culture we will continue to foster and grow.
We are committed to diversity and inclusion, and in conjunction with our gender balance panel, will continue
to work to ensure we continue to attract, retain and develop our female talent with a view to achieving greater
gender diversity across the Group, at all levels.

Figure 2: Mean (average) gender pay gap* using hourly
pay (including Affiliates).

Figure 3: Median gender pay gap* using hourly pay
(Including Affiliates)

We are an advocate of agile working and it is clear that this is going to be a significant feature of our future
operations across the UK. We support colleagues who need flexible working arrangements, and many of
our colleagues work part-time or flexibly in order to find a way to allow work to fit with their personal needs
without impacting on career aspirations or progress.
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BONUS PAY

Remuneration packages for employees comprise competitive basic salaries and benefits and may
include performance-related bonuses, but only a very small number of colleagues receive bonuses.
When comparing bonus payments by gender, more female staff members received a bonus in this
reporting period.

Figure 4: Proportion of colleagues receiving bonus pay

Figure 5: Median and mean gender pay gap using bonus
pay

This report provides a clear benchmark for us to improve our gender pay gap and ensure progress across
the Group. We are starting to see the changes we are implementing making a positive difference; for
example, with recent recruitment, which is something that over the coming years will start to positively impact
our gender pay gap figures.
We are passionate and dedicated to ensuring we develop and build a truly diverse and inclusive business.
DECLARATION
I confirm that the data in this report has been calculated in accordance with the requirements of the Equality
Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap Information) Regulations 2017.

Victoria Yates
Group People Director, Ince
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Disclaimer Notice:
This report covers Ince Gordon Dadds LLP (‘Ince’), a Solicitors Regulation Authority (‘SRA’) regulated subsidiary of the Ince Group Plc, and the largest
entity within the Ince group.
We have used the following assumptions in compiling this report –
•

all employees of subsidiaries of the Ince Group Plc that provide service directly and exclusively to Ince, including all its qualified lawyers, have
been counted in this report, regardless of the entity directly employing them;

•

members of Ince’s affiliate LLP’s, such as Ince Gordon Dadds AP LLP, have also been included in the calculations taken to produce this
report, as have salaried partners;

•

for the purposes of this report it is assumed that self-employed consultants that provide services to Ince directly each work 35-hours per week
for Ince;

•

employees of subsidiaries of Ince Group Plc who do not provide their service directly or exclusively to Ince Gordon Dadds LLP, including
employees of Ince Professional Services Ltd, have not been included in this report; and

•

LLP members of Ince and board directors of Ince Group Plc have also not been included for the purposes of this report.

Office Information:
Ince Gordon Dadds LLP and its affiliated entities practise law internationally as ‘Ince’ (the “affiliates”). References in this document and elsewhere to Ince
means Ince Gordon Dadds LLP, its subsidiaries, the Affiliates, and the other partnerships and other entities or practices authorised to use the name ‘Ince’
or describe themselves as being in association with Ince as the context may require.
United Kingdom
Ince is a trading name of Ince Gordon Dadds LLP. Ince Gordon Dadds LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England & Wales (registered
number: OC383616) authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA number: 596729).
A list of members of the LLP, and of those non-members designated as partners, is displayed at our registered office: Aldgate Tower, 2 Leman Street,
London, E1 8QN. The term ‘partner’ used in relation to the LLP, refers to a member of the LLP or an employee or consultant of the LLP or any affiliated
firm of equivalent standing. Ince Gordon Dadds LLP is a subsidiary of The Ince Group plc.
24 Hour International Emergency Response Tel: + 44 (0)20 7283 6999
LEGAL ADVICE TO BUSINESSES GLOBALLY FOR OVER 150 YEARS.
©Ince
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